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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Bloomsbury Trade | Collected Stories | In his lifetime the great
American playwright Arthur Miller published two highly regarded collections of stories, "I
Don&apos;t Need You Any More" (1967) and "Homely Girl, a Life" (1995). Shortly after his death in
2005 a final collection, "Presence" (2007), appeared. Now, all eighteen of these stories are gathered
together in one volume for the first time, including the six from "Presence", previously only
published in the USA. In his plays Miller took on the big themes of the day, putting stories of the
Depression, wartime deceit and the McCarthy era on stage with an energy and passion not seen
before and rarely since. In these stories he turns his attention to smaller, more intimate themes, yet
still brings to bear the profound insight, humanism, empathy and wit of his work for the theatre.
Including the early, O. Henry Award-winning "I Don&apos;t Need You Anymore", the original story
of "The Misfits" on which the film was based, and the beautiful late story "Presence", this collection
offers a fresh perspective on the great writer and his work, here informed by an unusual sensuality
and delicacy. When "Homely Girl, a Life" was published...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is straightforward in go through preferable to recognize. It typically does not charge too much. Its been designed in an exceptionally
straightforward way and it is just following i finished reading this book where basically altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Dr. Reta Murphy-- Dr. Reta Murphy

It becomes an amazing pdf which i actually have at any time read through. This can be for all those who statte there had not been a worthy of reading
through. You wont sense monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Claud Kris-- Claud Kris
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